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We introduce a mathematical model that shows the interaction dynamics between the uninfected and the infected cancer cell
populations with oncolytic viruses for the benign and the malignant cancer cases. *ere are two important parameters in our
model that represent the malignancy level of the cancer cells and the efficacy of the therapy.*e parameters play an important role
to determine the possibility to have successful therapy for cancer. Our model is based on the predator-prey model with logistic
growth, functional response, and the saturation effect that show the possibility for the virus to be deactivated and blocked by the
human immune system after they reach a certain value. In this paper, we consider the appearance of the Hopf bifurcation on the
system to characterize the treatment response based on the malignancy effect of the disease. We employ numerical bifurcation
analysis when the value of the malignancy parameter is varied to understand the dynamics of the system.

1. Introduction

*e cancer growth is mainly caused by the gene mutation
that changes the ability for cell apoptosis and replication.
*e mutation changes the behaviour of the cell regulations
and prevents apoptosis that triggers the cancer cell im-
mortality. If the mutations generate malignant cancer, the
cancer cells can be transmitted to the other organs through
the blood flow called metastasis.

In [1], the authors proposed a new model for nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma based on the enzyme reactions of the cell
repair regulations and showed the initial time of the muta-
tions as the early indications of the cancer. A mathematical
model for cancer in the tissue level that represents the growth
of the cancer cells has been done in [2, 3], where the important
parameters that trigger the cancer growth have been shown in
[2]. In [3], the authors found a boundary on the parameter
space where the cancer cells have possibility for metastasis.

Immunotherapy and gene therapy are the cancer
treatment methods that provide lower risk of defects for the

normal cells. *e immunotherapy model for cancer treat-
ment was studied in [4–6], where the authors considered the
interaction between the cancer cell population, the effector
cells, which are a part of the human immune system, and the
IL-2 compounds that play a role in stimulating the effector
cells. *e local analysis of the model was introduced in [5],
while the global stability analysis was done in [6]. Fur-
thermore, the authors in [4] proposed a new model, which
was the generalization of the ones in [5, 6]. *e model in [4]
was done by assuming that the interaction between the
effector cells and interleukin is no longer a constant, but it
can be oscillated with small amplitude; then, they studied the
dynamics of the system.

Some medical results of the cancer therapy by using
oncolytic virus in the medical point of view were reviewed
and discussed in [7].*e therapy was done by injecting some
viruses to the cancer cells which will then infect the other
cancer cells to increase their apoptosis. Quantitative impact
of cytokine-expressing oncolytic virus therapy was studied
in [8]. In [8], the authors showed that the oncolytic virus
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therapy gives more benefits to reduce the tumor burden
without harming the normal cells. *e treatment can be
continued by some auxiliary treatments to remove the tumor
completely once after the size and population are sufficiently
small. Sometimes, the oncolytic virotherapy can be com-
bined with the regular treatment such as chemotherapy or
radiotherapy. *e enhancement of the chemotherapy by
using the oncolytic virus was modelled and discussed in [9].

Gene therapy is a method that effectively treats the
cancer cells to increase apoptosis and reduce immortality
[10]. One of the therapies is by using oncolytic virus which is
done in vitro. *e virus is injected to the cancer site for
increasing the apoptosis and for reducing the metastasis of
the cancer cells [7, 11, 12]. For some types of cancer, e.g.,
cervical cancer, Hodgkin lymphoma, and Burkitt lym-
phoma, the viruses play a role for inducing the regression of
the cancer cells and serve as vectors to insert the anticancer
genes into the cancer cells, see [11, 13] for the details.

A cancer therapy using oncolytic virus is important to
make destructive effects to the cancer cells and increase the
ability for apoptosis. *ere are two different characteristics
for the cancer cells which depend on the malignancy level.
*e malignant cancer cells have immortal characteristics
and ability to transmit elsewhere through the blood flow,
which is called metastasis. For benign cancer, the cancer cells
are localized in a certain organ, and they do not have the
ability for metastasis to the other territories. Malignancy of
the cancer cells not only depends on the ability for apoptosis
and metastasis but also depends on the number of cells with
DNA replicating error.

Cytotoxic Tcells are the important part of the individual
immune system for destroying the cancer cells.*e response
of the cytotoxic Tcells against the cancer cells that have been
already infected by the oncolytic virus was studied in [14].
Other studies of the cancer therapy using viral injection have
been done in [15–17].

In [15], the authors proposed a model of the interaction
between the uninfected cancer cells by oncolytic virus and
the infected ones with logistic interactions and studied the
bifurcations in several regions of the parameter space. In the
medical point of view, Wong et al. [16] found that there are
some obstacles for this therapy, such as the reaction of the
immune system against the virus.

A mathematical model of tumor-immune-virus inter-
action was done in [18]. *e model showed an interaction
between some types of cells, oncolytic vesicular stomatitis
virus, and adenovirus vaccine.*ere were some types of cells
studied in the model, i.e., uninfected and infected tumor
cells, central memory cells, effector cells in lymphoid tissues,
and effector cells in the periphery.

A simpler tumor-immune-virus model was done in [17],
where the authors considered only the interaction between
the uninfected and infected tumor cells by oncolytic virus.
*e system was a two-dimensional system of ODE that
involved the saturation effect. By the fact that the growth of
the oncolytic viruses can be inhibited by the human immune
system, the authors in [17] also introduced a parameter that
shows the immune response of the humans against the
viruses and studied the interaction between the uninfected

tumor cells by oncolytic viruses and the infected tumor cells
by the viruses. In this case, the population of the infected
tumor cells will decrease due to the increased response of the
human immune system.

*e limitation of the model in [17] is that the model only
covers the benign cancer case. In this paper, we propose a
new model of the cancer therapy using oncolytic virus that
covers not only benign cancer but also malignant cancer. We
introduce two new parameters that show the malignancy
level of the cancer cells and the therapeutic efficacy of the
treatment to the model in [17]. *e appearance of an un-
stable periodic solution in our system is important to de-
termine the boundary of the solutions that separates the
bounded and unbounded solutions.*e size of the boundary
shows the possibility of the cancer cells for metastasis.

By the fact that cancer malignancy is affected by the
ability for cell apoptosis and the DNA replicating error, we
measure the malignancy level of the cancer cells by the
difference between the number of cell apoptosis and the
number of DNA replicating errors divided by the total
number of cancer cells. Benign cancer has a higher rate of
apoptosis than the one in malignant cancer. However, the
rate of the DNA replicating error for benign cancer is lower
than the one on malignant cancer. Malignant cancer also has
an ability to prevent the oncolytic virus infections and
replications. *e study of DNA replication and the prog-
nostic significance of the DNA replicating error was done in
[19, 20], and the apoptosis characteristics of the cells were
studied in [21]. In this paper, we assume that, for benign
cancer, the number of cell apoptosis is higher than the
number of DNA replicating errors, so the malignancy level
of the cancer cells is positive. For malignant cancer, we
assume that the number of DNA replicating errors is higher
than the number of cell apoptosis. Consequently, the ma-
lignancy level for malignant cancer is negative. In this case,
the growth of the cancer cells can be unbounded depending
on the ability of cancer for metastasis.

*e second parameter shows the therapeutic efficacy of
the treatment.*e parameter has beenmeasured by the ratio
of the number of successful viral infections by the oncolytic
viruses to the cancer cells with the total number of contacts
between both populations. It shows the effective contacts
between the uninfected and infected cancer cells by oncolytic
virus and the possibility of the cancer cells to be removed
from the individuals. To simplify the discussion, we use the
term benign cancer for the tumor.

In this paper, we study the virotherapy characteristics by
using oncolytic virus not only for the benign cancer cases but
also for the malignant cancer cases that have ability for
metastasis. We employ the bifurcation theory (see [22] for
the details) to characterize the periodic solutions of the
system when the value of the malignancy parameter is
varied. *e study is important to determine the treatment
strategy to remove or reduce the number of cancer cells. *e
appearance of a Hopf bifurcation in our system is important
to understand the treatment effects based on the malignancy
level of the cancer.

*is paper is organized as follows. We start with the
introduction of the gene therapy and the virotherapy by
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using oncolytic virus for cancer. After that, we construct a
mathematical model that shows the interaction between the
uninfected and the infected cancer cells by oncolytic viruses
with two important parameters, i.e., the malignancy and the
therapeutic efficacy parameters. Our model is a general-
ization of the one in [17] in the sense of the parameters, and
it has wider applications that are not only for benign cancer
but also for malignant cancer. *e malignancy parameter
plays an important role to determine the conditions for the
cancer cells that have ability for metastasis. In this case, we
will use numerical bifurcation analysis to find the domain
boundaries for the cancer cells that can be isolated to a
certain amount. Furthermore, we will close the paper with
some concluding remarks.

2. The Model Formulation

*e population of the cancer cells is classified into two
subpopulations, i.e., uninfected cancer cells and the infected
ones by oncolytic viruses, where the density of each sub-
population is denoted by x and y. In this paper, we gen-
eralize the system in [17] by introducing two new parameters
that measure the malignancy level of the cancer cells denoted
by p and the therapeutic efficacy denoted by q.*us, we have
a two-dimensional system of ODE as the following:

dx

dt
� r1x 1 −

px + qy

K
  −

bxy

x + y + a
,

dy

dt
� r2y 1 −

px + qy

K
  +

bxy

x + y + a
− βy,

(1)

where the initial value is x(0) � x0 and y(0) � y0.
*e value of p can be positive or negative depending on

the malignancy level of the cancer cells. *e positive value of
the parameter p shows the situation that the cancer cells are
well differentiated or benign, while the negative value of this
parameter shows the undifferentiated or poorly differenti-
ated cancer cells that are the characteristics of malignant
cancer. *e parameter p is measured by the difference be-
tween the number of cell apoptosis and the number of DNA
replicating errors divided by the total number of cancer cells.
In the malignant cancer case, cancer prevents the cells for
apoptosis, while the cells with the DNA replicating error are
growing rapidly [21]. *e moderately differentiated cancer
cells are represented by the zero value of p. Due to the
degeneracy of system (1), we skip the case that p � 0 as an
open problem on this paper.

*e infection of the cancer cells by the oncolytic virus
will increase the therapeutic efficacy for the cancer cells. *e
parameter q shows the effective contact rate between the
uninfected cancer cells and the infected cancer cells by
oncolytic virus and is measured by ratio of successful in-
fection and the total number of contacts between both
populations so that the parameter q is assumed to be pos-
itive. All other parameters and variables on system (1) are
supposed to be nonnegative. Furthermore, the system in [17]
is a special case of system (1), i.e., for p � q � 1.

Our system and also the system in [17] deal with the
saturation effect represented by by/(x + y + a). *e

saturation effect shows the maximum number of contacts
that the individual’s immune system evolves to stop the
viruses immediately after they enter and replicate. *e pa-
rameter a indicates the individual’s immune response that
prevents the viruses for destroying the cancer cells, and the
parameter b represents the amount of viruses that can be
transferred to the uninfected cancer cell population.

*e parameter r1 that shows the maximum per capita
growth rate of the uninfected or the susceptible cancer cell
subpopulation is supposed to be positive. It is due to the
immortality ability of the cancer cells. *e parameter r2 that
shows the maximum per capita growth rate of the infected
cancer cell subpopulation by the oncolytic virus can be
positive or negative, where the negative value of r2 represents
the decay rate of the subpopulation. *e parameter β shows
the death rate of the infected cells caused by the viruses.

Both subpopulations on system (1) are assumed to follow
logistic growth, where K is the carrying capacity. For the
benign cancer cells, they have limited space and resources to
grow because they cannot spread to other organs through
metastasis.*e carrying capacity K represents the maximum
number of cancer cells that can grow in the human body. For
the malignant cancer case, the growth of the cancer cells is
not limited by the carrying capacity K; thus, they can spread
throughout the body and increase the number of cells until
the patient dies.

3. Boundedness of Solutions

*e boundedness can be interpreted as the natural re-
striction of the cancer growth due to the limitation of the
resources. For the benign cancer cells, the growth is localized
and limited to a certain area in the human body. However,
the growth of the malignant cancer cells, which is repre-
sented by the negative value of the parameter p, has the
possibility to be unbounded due to the ability for metastasis.

Theorem 1. Let (x, y) ∈ R2 be the solution of system (1).
Suppose that x≥ 0 and y≥ 0 for all t ∈ R, and parameter q is
positive. If p> 0, then the solutions of system (1) are bounded.
Moreover,

lim
t⟶∞

(x + y)≤
K

μ
, (2)

where μ � min p, q .

Proof. Suppose that X � x + y, where x and y are the
solutions of system (1), δ � max r1, r2 , L � K/q, and q> 0.
For p � q, we have

dX
dt
≤ δX 1 −

qX

K
  � δX 1 −

X

L
 . (3)

Inequality (3) has the solution

X(t)≤
L

L − X0( /X0( e− δt + 1
, (4)

where X0 is the solution of equation (3) for t � 0. By cal-
culating the limit of both sides of inequality (4), we have
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lim
t⟶∞

X(t)≤ L. (5)

For p> q, we have an inequality

d
dt

(x + y)≤ δ(x + y) 1 −
px + qy

K
 

≤ δ(x + y) 1 −
q(x + y)

K
 ,

(6)

which is the same as inequality (3). For q≥p, we have

dX
dt
≤ δX 1 −

pX

K
 , (7)

where the limit of the solution is limt⟶∞X(t)≤K/p.
*e proof of this theorem is partly motivated by the

results in [23, 24].
In the next section, we will analyze the existence of the

equilibria of system (1) and their stabilities. In this case, we
will study which parameters play role for the existence and
the stability. A stable equilibrium point represents the
threshold of the cancer cells after a long time period. □

4. The Existence and the Stability of
the Equilibria

*ere are three types of equilibria on system (1), i.e., the
trivial, the semitrivial, and the nontrivial. *e trivial equi-
librium point, which is E1 � (0, 0), exists for all values of the
parameters and shows the nonexistence of the cancer cells.
By using the linear analysis near the equilibrium E1, we
found that the equilibrium is unstable for r2 > β and saddle
type for r2 < β. In this case, the cancer cells, if they exist,
cannot be completely removed.

*e next equilibria are semitrivial, i.e., E2 � (K/p, 0) and
E3 � (0, K(r2 − β)/r2q), which show the nonexistence of

one of the subpopulations. *e semitrivial equilibrium E2
exists for p> 0 and shows the situation that the infected
cancer cells by the oncolytic virus are removed from the
population. *e equilibrium E3, which exists for r2 > β,
shows the situation that all cancer cells have been infected by
the virus. *e efficacy of the therapy will increase for the
larger value of q. Consequently, the density of the infected
cancer cells by the virus will decrease and goes to zero for
q⟶∞. In this case, equilibrium E3 plays the same role as
equilibrium E1.

*e trivial and both semitrivial equilibria coexist for
p> 0 and r2 > β. *e stability conditions of the semitrivial
equilibria will be shown in *eorem 2.

Theorem 2. Let E2 and E3 be the equilibrium points of
system (1).

(1) 4e equilibrium point E2 is locally asymptotically
stable for β> bK/(K + ap), and it is a saddle type for
β< bK/(K + ap)

(2) 4e equilibrium point E3 is locally asymptotically
stable for a<K(r2 − β)(br2 − βr1)/r1r2qβ, and it is a
saddle type for a>K(r2 − β)(br2 − βr1)/r1r2qβ.

Proof. *e stability conditions of equilibrium points E2 and
E3 are determined by direct calculation using linear analysis
of system (1) near the equilibrium points. We found that the
eigenvalues of the linear system near E2 are − r1 and
bK/(K + ap) − β, and the eigenvalues of the system near E3
are r1β/r2 − bK(r2 − β)/(K(r2 − β) + ar2q) and − (r2 − β).

*e stability of equilibrium E2 shows the therapy failure
by the oncolytic virus. In this case, the viruses will be re-
moved by the immune system faster than the cancer cells,
and then the cancer cell population can be blown up until the
maximum size K/p. Equilibrium E3 that exists for r2 > β
shows the situation that all of the cancer cells have been
infected by the oncolytic virus. If the equilibrium is stable, all
of the cancer cells in the population will be infected by the
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Figure 1: (a) Hopf point for the variation of parameter p. (b) Continuation of the periodic solution created by the Hopf bifurcation.*e first
Lyapunov exponent of the Hopf bifurcation is 3.37967 × 10− 4.
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oncolytic virus, where the threshold is K(r2 − β)/r2q. *e
situation is in line with the fact that if the cancer cells have
been detected in the earlier stage, the population can be
isolated to a certain size.

*e last type of the equilibria is the nontrivial. In general,
system (1) has the possibility to have more than one non-
trivial equilibrium point where the existence of each equi-
librium depends on the parameters. Due to the dimension of
the parameter space of our system, the existence of the
nontrivial equilibria is complicated to study analytically. In
this paper, we consider the case that there is only one
nontrivial equilibrium point that exists in our system. We
left the other cases of the nontrivial equilibria as open
problems.

Suppose that T � Z + 2aβqr1(r1 + r2), S �
�����������������������������
Z2 + 4aK(r1 + r2)(r1q + (r2 − β)p)


, and x∗ � (T + S)/R,

where Z � (a(pr2 + qr1) + K(b +β) − K(r1 + r2))(br2 − βr1)

and R � 2(r1 + r2)(− b(pr2 + qr1) +βr1(p − q)). In *eorem
3, we show the existence conditions of the nontrivial
equilibrium of system (1). □

Theorem 3. If βp − Z2/(4(br2 − βr1)
2(r1 + r2)aK)<pr2 +

qr1 < βr1(p − q)/b and r2px∗2 + (r2pa + Kb − K(r2 − β))x∗

<Ka(r2 − β), then system (1) has a nontrivial equilibrium,
i.e.,

E4 � x
∗
,
− M +

�����������
M2 − 4r2qN



2r2q
 , (8)

where M � r2(px∗ + qx∗ + qa) − K(r2 − β) and N �

r2px∗2 + (r2pa + Kb − K(r2 − β))x∗ − Ka(r2 − β).

Proof. For dy/dt � 0, we have the equation

r2qy
2

+ My + N � 0, (9)

where M � r2(px + qx + qa) − K(r2 − β) and N � r2px2 +

(r2pa + Kb − K(r2 − β))x − Ka(r2 − β). By the assumption
that x≥ 0 and y≥ 0, it is easy to prove that M

2
− 4r2q

N> 0.
Furthermore, for N< 0, equation (9) has only one positive

root of y, i.e., y � h(x) � (− M +

�����������
M

2
− 4r2q N



)/2r2q. By
substituting y � h(x) to the equation dx/dt � 0 of system
(1), we have

r1(K − px − qh(x))(x + h(x) + a) − Kbh(x) � 0. (10)

By using direct calculation, equation (10) has a non-
negative solution x � x∗ when

βp −
Z2

4 br2 − βr1( 
2

r1 + r2( aK
<pr2 + qr1 <

βr1(p − q)

b
.

(11)

Moreover, by substituting x � x∗ to the equation of
y � h(x), then we have y � (− M +

�����������
M2 − 4r2qN


)/2r2q,

where M � r2(px∗ + qx∗ + qa) − K(r2 − β) and N � r2
px∗2 + (r2pa + Kb − K(r2 − β))x∗ − Ka(r2 − β). □

5. Numerical Bifurcation Analysis for the
Malignant Cancer Case

In Section 2, we mention that the malignant cancer case on
system (1) is represented by the negative value of the pa-
rameter p. As a result, the growth rate of the uninfected
cancer cells by oncolytic viruses not only depends on the
linear term of x but also a positive quadratic term with
respect to x. *erefore, the growth of the uninfected cancer
cell population is more faster than the one for the case p> 0.

In this section, we do some numerical simulations for the
variation of p. We use r1 � 40, r2 � 2, K � 100, b � 20,

a � 0.05, β � 2, and q � 1. Some of these parameter values
are adopted from [17].
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Figure 2: (a) Phase portrait of system (1) for p � − 0.52. (b) Trajectory of the solutions which converge to the stable equilibrium point
(x, y) ≈ (3.024, 54, 212).
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In Figure 1(a), we show the continuation of a nontrivial
equilibrium point of system (1) for the variation of the
parameter p. *e nontrivial equilibrium undergoes Hopf
bifurcation that creates an unstable periodic solution for
p � − 0, 89838, and we found that the uninfected cancer cell
population equilibrium represented by x will increase for the
lower value of p. In Figure 1(b), we show that the periodic
solution, which represents a cycle of the disease, raises its
period when the parameter p increases.

*e unstable periodic solution plays a role as the
boundary of two different characteristics of the other so-
lutions. *e solutions that have the initial value inside the
boundary will tend to the equilibrium point, while the ones
that have the initial value outside the boundary will be
unbounded or go to the other invariant structure.

Inside the boundary, the solutions of system (1) will tend
to the equilibrium point (x, y) ≈ (3.024, 54.212), see
Figure 2(a). In this case, the solutions outside the boundary

are unbounded. In Figure 2(b), we show the trajectory of the
solutions with initial value (x, y) � (60, 100).

*e interpretation of these situations is the following.*e
cancer therapy using the oncolytic virus will be succeeded
if the initial populations of the uninfected cancer cells and
the infected ones are inside the boundary. *e growth of
cancer cells is unbounded if the initial populations are outside
the boundary. In this case, the cancer cells have the ability
for metastasis to the other sites, and the therapy is failed.

In Figure 3, we show the boundaries of the solutions
represented by the periodic solutions for some values of the
parameter p. *e smaller boundary represents higher ma-
lignancy of the cancer that implies the lower possibility to
have successful therapy.

*e two parameter continuations of the Hopf point have
been shown in Figure 4. *e Hopf point represents the
situation that the therapy has the possibility to be successful.
In Figure 4(a), we show the interaction between the
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Figure 4: (a) Hopf curve when parameters p and a are varied simultaneously. (b) Hopf curve when parameters p and b are varied.
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malignancy level of the cancer cells and the individual
immune response for the viruses. In this case, the higher
individual immune response for the viruses will decrease the
malignancy level of the cancer cells that can be successfully
treated by oncolytic viruses.

In Figure 4(b), we show the interaction between the
amount of virus that can be transferred to the uninfected
cancer cells and the malignancy level of the cancer cells. *e
successful treatment of the higher malignancy level of the
viruses, which is represented by the lower value of the
parameter p, needs higher amount of the viruses that can be
transferred to the uninfected cancer cells.

6. Concluding Remarks

*e parameter that shows the malignancy level for cancer is
important to characterize the possibility to have successful
treatment for the disease. If the parameter is positive, the
solution of system (1) that represents the total number of
cancer cells is bounded. In this case, the cancer is benign, and
if the efficacy of the therapy increases, we will have higher
possibility to remove the cancer cells.

If the malignancy parameter is negative, the system has a
possibility to have unbounded solutions. *e appearance of
the unstable periodic solution created by the Hopf bifur-
cation shows that the bounded domain of the system be-
comes larger when the malignancy parameter goes to zero.
Inside the cycle, all solutions go to a stable equilibrium point.
*e appearance of the stable equilibrium point represents
the absorbing situation of the cancer cells where they can be
isolated to a certain amount. Outside the cycle, we have the
unbounded solutions that represent the possibility of the
cancer cells for metastasis.

*e therapy efficacy can affect the existence of one of
the equilibrium points. It means that there is one of the
steady-state conditions of the system, where the cancer cells
can be isolated in a certain amount, depending on the
therapy efficacy. *e optimal therapy efficacy and the
optimal malignancy degree that can be treated without any
effect to the healthy cells are still open problems in this
paper. Understanding the role of the malignancy and the
efficacy parameters in the system is important to determine
the treatment strategy to remove or to isolate the cancer
cells.
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